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COVER:
Old racers never die... or even fade away, as
long as they keep getting their pictures in the
paper. The legendary Mike Parti is shown in
AMA District 37 professional racing at Ascot
Park, Gardena, CA. Mike is remembered not
only as a top T.T., desert, salt flat and road
racer, he is also a well-known gavel pounder,
having served as President of the Side Hack
Association of So. CA. In this issue, he puts
some of his abilities, experience and thoughts
on paper, in an article about racing sidecar
frame and steering geometry (notice his
Triumph's drastically reduced fork rake in
the cover photo). You can't go wrong listening
to an old pro, especially if he's Number One.
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Notes from the President......

DOUG BINGHAM
President

Here it is halfway through the year and it
looks like our sidecar raffle is a winner. (And,
of course, one of you will be a winner!) To
you folks who have supported this raffle,
THANKS. I know I speak for the rest of the
executive committee in saying thanks - it
really helps to make ends meet.

Sometimes people think this SIDECAR-
IST just appears in your mail box. You cough
up your dues; it had better be there and have
the stuff you want to read about. I could not
agree more, but we do need your letters telling
us what you would like to see.

Hal Kendall spends a lot of time putting
together the surveys. Here is a very important
part you can play. The information you give
can be compiled into valuable knowledge for
the direction of the SIDECARIST (features,
tests, etc.). A lot of this information can be
shown to the sidecar manufacturers, making
them aware of certain problems or improve-
ments. Think about it: better seats, wind-
shields, real mounting tips - MAN! The list
could go one. It would really be a consumer
tool, to kick the sidecar industry right in the
backside. You, the sidecar owner and future
buyer, would benefit from this by better
products and service.

When I do think of the sidecar industry --
nice bunch of fellows for sure; but, my God,
ask them for a press release, you'd think it was
give us your firstborn child! Hey, how about a
couple of good black and white photos of your
latest stuff?

Well, I've learned not to hold my breath.
So I say it again: Attention sidecar manufac-
turers, distributors, dealers: If you have some-
thing to sell or look at, by all means send it in.
Let's have the membership know what's going
on. I don't remember the last time California
Sidecar Company sent us a press release, or
Motorvation, Velorex, Equalean, Hitchhiker;
and some of the sidecar specialists like Sidecar
Connection, Egyptian and others.

Make yourself known, be visible, it's
good business and just makes sense!

NEWS BULLETIN ...
Citing "lack of interest," Laguna Seca

Raceway has cancelled sidecar racing, which
has been a popular feature there since 1972.
One letter is worth a thousand voices grum-
bling in protest, so send them a note today,
even if it's only to say KEEP SIDECARS ON
THE PROGRAM. Write: Lee Moselle, Box
SRAMP, Monterey, Calif. 93940. Do it!
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PLYWOOD BOXCAR
HOLDS A SIZABLE CATCH
Dear Editor Beaumont,

The April issue of Sidecarist has arrived
already. Calls for a comment. Didn't expect to
see it so soon. I enjoy it and look forward to the
Sidecaring news in each issue. The magazine is
still well done and interesting. A job well done.

The enclosed check for some chances on a
new sidecar is my way of saying thanks. You
may think that picture included may indicate a
real need for a sidecar. Things got a little boring
around here this winter. Not too many sidehacks
around here being pulled around by a dirt bike. It
has no suspension and the body is plywood to a
large extent. It works surprisingly well. Will
probably put it back on later and use it for fishing
on the Cheyenne River.

Sincerely,

Clarence Kessler, Hot Springs, SD

Letters
VINCENT WEARS OUT 4
SIDECARS IN 12 MONTHS
Dear Winston:

Thanks for the April Sidecarist. Would like to
mention I have two hacks - one a Steib + 51 Vincent,
the other a 78 GS-1000 + Carlin. The Carlin is made
by Gary Carlin of Redwood City who makes custom
sidecars to order. I thought you might like to print these
true stories from past issues of "M.P.H.," the journal of
the Vincent Owners Club.

1. A sidecar rig was seen going by with z,d commode
in the passenger seat. The driver was actually taking
delivery of the toilet, but his friends immediately
said "T.F.F.O." ("Too fast for owner").

2. A Vincent sidecar was going down an icy road at
about 60 mph when suddenly it spun out 180
degrees and the rider found he was now going 60
mph backwards! What to do? No panic. The rider
merely steered by looking at the white line in the
middle of the road while he slowed down. (Phew!)

3. In 1952, Tony Rose, a private detective in England,
drove a Vincent "Shadow" 100,000 miles in 12
months. (I can tell you more about that if you want.)
During that time he wore out four sidecars!

Here are two incidents regarding Tony: Rider #1 -
"There goes Tony with his two screaming brats in the
sidecar." Rider #2 - "If you know the way Tony drives,
you know why they are screaming!"

In order to do 12,000 miles a month, Tony was
racing all over England and Scot-land day and night.
He drove through a Welsh country village on Christ-
mas night singing Christmas carols at the top of his
voice. According to Tony, "Everyone thought they were
crazy!"

Incidentally, the Vincent did the 100,000 miles
without any overhauls - even though it did wear out
four sidecars. If you want, I can send a photo of the rig.

Yours truly,

Vaughn M. Greene San Bruno, CA 94066
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SPRING CATCHES US BY
SURPRISE, DOESN'T IT?
Dear Folks,

Here's a few more raffle tickets, please drop
them in the hat for me.

I've got my car off right now fixing some
mounting problems, but should have it back on
soon. It's just too hard to run to the store for milk
or a six-pack without it.

Cleve Henderson

GOODWINS, LOBERGS
AND WE AGREE: NEAT!
Hi Doug:

It was good to hear from you. You asked if I
had a new card or wanted to use the old one.

My wife had some new letterheads printed
up and new cards. She used this neat picture she
saw in the 3rd wheel. I have been a little afraid to
use them 'cause I didn't know who drew the
picture. Well, after you called, I called Lobergs in
the 3rd wheel and asked. It turned out that they
were the ones who drew it and said, fine, use it.
In fact, they thought it was neat. So! If they
haven't started to print, and you can change it to
this card, neat! If not, it's o.k. As soon as I get
some of the work out that's pushing, I'll get the
place cleaned up and take some pictures.

A brief note for what it's worth: My oldest
son, Mike, took a job this winter in Pennsylvania.
Well, Richard and Rob, my 2 and 3 sons are
leaving today after work with Richard's 1300
Voyager and sidecar, towing Mike's 1100
Kawasaki on a trailer back to PA to him. It's 1150
miles one way, and they are going straight
through and take turns sleeping in the sidecar.
They have to be back Monday for work so will
come back the same way. I'll send you a picture if
I get one of it.

Thanks, Doug, for the help,

Vern Goodwin Lincoln, Nebraska

Letters
WHAT'S HAPPENING AT
THE BIGFOOT RALLY
Dear Hal:

Re: July 4,5,6 and 7 - 1935 Bigfoot
Roundup Sidecar Rally Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Please consider this a personal invitation
from Gordon and me to you to come and join us
for the above. It has been a long time since Estes
Park. We have finally gotten the lead out of our
pencils (quite liter-ally) and are working on being
host couple for the above rally.

We are planning a "Western Style" week-
end, and the dates coincide with the Calgary
Stampede and its world famous "Million Dollar
Rodeo." On the Friday, we will hit town in time
to see the parade and then spend the afternoon at
the rodeo and at grounds. For those not wanting
to see the Stampede, we have a side trip to Banff
and the Rockies. Saturday we have our own
Stampede at the Bar CEE Ranch. We have
planned sidecar games (both child and adult), a
sidecar clinic (hoping to get an instructor from
Fairview College Motorcycle Course for the bike
part and work in a couple of knowledgeable
people for the sidecar part). We have a great
Western Style breakfast and supper together with
the Grande Finale on Saturday, lined up.

We hope to see 100 or so people, and would
love to have you join us. The EML guy from
CSOC is coming from Ontario and there is quite
a crowd from Seattle and Vancouver coming. A
contingent from the Harley group is coming from
Fort McMurray. We are receiving excellent
publicity so far and have gotten calls as a result
of the Cycle Canada blurb. A small committee of
people will help and are plugging along.

A program of events will include all pre-
registered participants' names and a lot of hand-
out material. We are selling ad space on the back
of this program (business card size for $10.00).
We will be using your manuals at the rally to
show folks what is available and what they look
like. We will have four different trailers (cargo
and tent style) demonstrated on the Saturday.
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Hal, if you have any ideas of whom we
could send posters or brochures to; i.e., bike
shows, individuals, firms, etc., we would sure be
glad to do so. Every idea helps. With the USCA
and the CSOC nattional rallies both in the East
this year, we just might pull a good number from
Western North America.

Anyway, Gordon and I extend this invitation
to you. The Stampede runs from July 5 to 14.
There is also Banff, Lake Louise and Jasper to
see if you come this far.

Looking forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely, Pat & Gordon Partridge

P.S.: I really enjoyed the pictures of the
newer hacks in the latest Sidecarist. I am looking
at an EML for myself as it seems to handle easier
than most. We have the BMW R/90S engine, and
are saving it for the kit. I am excited about a rig
of my own. I ride a 650 Yamaha Mid-night
Maxim solo and Gordon drives our "Land Yacht"
- a heavily modified Gold Wing with the Squire
RS2 on it and pulling a trailer. Such luxury -
even tote along the lawn chairs now. Kids are 15,
11 and 8, so we load up pretty heavy.

Contact Barry Bates for registration details.
P.O. Box 31, Deroche B.C. Canada VOM 1GO,
(604) 826-1651

Letters

The Vulcan we called a Vincent (March)
COME ON EAGLE EYES,
GIVE US A BREAK

Concerning the Sidecarist March 1985, the
photo on page 11 No.5 is not a Vincent. It's a
homemade bike of two Volocette engines. I send
some photos of the same bike. I took them when
I was in England in the summer of 1984.

Ove Gustaysson, c/o SSK, Sweden

Thanks, Ove Gustaysson for the pictures.

NEEDS TRAILER TO
CARRY GOLD WING S/C

If you know someone who makes a trailer
that will carry a Gold Wing with attached Cali-
fornia Sidecar "Friendship," I would appreciate
their name and address.

Thanks, Walter E. McRee, 3308 Medical
Triangle, Port Arthur, Texas 77640
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Legal Aid
TIPS FOR TRI-WHEELER
TICKET TARGETS
By Russ Brown, the Motorcyclist's Attorney

Unfortunately, in the majority of situations when
a motorcyclist receives a ticket for a traffic violation,
there is not a great deal that can be done to defeat the
ticket. A typical situation involved circumstances
where the officer was a witness to the violation and he
stopped the motorcyclist and wrote the ticket on the
spot. The officer, of course, will go to court and testify
as to the violation. In court, it is the motorcyclist's word
against the police officer's word. The motorcyclist
usually loses.

A number of motorcyclists have had their tickets
dismissed because the officers failed to show at the
time of the trial. There is no one to testify. The citation
itself is not an evidence sufficient in court to convict
someone of a traffic violation. Many motorcyclists take
a chance and go to court in the hope that the officer will
not show up. In this case, the court has no choice but to
dismiss the ticket.

There are times when a motorcyclist is given a
ticket at the time of an accident. The citation is issued
on the basis of statements made by witnesses other
than the police officer. He probably arrived after the
accident had happened and did not actually see the
violation. In order for the motorcyclist to be found
guilty of a violation, someone has to testify in court
who was actually a witness at the scene. This means
that the city attorney must subpoena the witnesses into
court and they must testify as to what they saw. Again,
if they do not show up, the case must be dismissed.
The police officer cannot testify as to what they said
because it is "hearsay".

We have encountered a number of situations
where the police officer attempted to justify the issu-
ance of a ticket based upon the physical evidence that
he found at the scene. In most of these cases, the ticket
was dismissed because an objection was made that the
police officer did not have the proper training or
experience to qualify as an expert witness. Traffic
violations, particularly speed, based upon skidmarks,
damage to vehicles, etc., generally require the testi-
mony of an expert.

Many motorcyclists have called me on the
telephone to tell me that they felt they had been given
tickets unjustifiably. They all felt that there were special
circumstances involved and that they had not violated
any section of the Vehicle Code, and that the ticket was
unwarranted. When a motorcyclist feels that a ticket is
unjustified and wants to fight it, he should go into
court...prepared!

Being prepared depends upon the circumstances.
Frequently, the use of photographs of the scene of the
alleged violation are very important if he is to make a
point. I have always encouraged everyone to use a
good camera, not a Polaroid, and to have the photos
blown up to a larger size so that the judge can clearly
see details. Witnesses who can testify favorably on
behalf of the motorcyclist are very important. It is also
imperative that these witnesses be subpoenaed. For a
biker who is representing himself, this requires some
work on his part. He must go down to the office of the
clerk of the court and make arrangements so subpoenas
can be issued. Before he goes into court, the motorcy-
clist must sit down with pencil and paper and detail the
questions that he will be going to ask the officer and the
witnesses when they are on the stand. A layman must
go in very carefully prepared.

Traffic judges, in general, do appreciate a well
prepared defendant. If he seems sincere and has a valid
point to make, at least sufficient to raise an issue of
reasonable doubt, then the court will dismiss the ticket.
What the judges do not like are defendants who come
in with nonsensical stories and who are terribly unpre-
pared. Careful preparation greatly enhances your
credibility. Make sure your testimony is believable. In
traffic ticket situations, all you have to do is create
reasonable doubt in the mind of the court, because the
burden of the prosecution is to prove his case. If you
can create such a doubt as to whether or not the
issuance of the ticket was justified, the court will
usually dismiss in your favor.

In most cases, it becomes economically unfea-
sible to hire a lawyer to go in and represent someone
for a ticket. My staff and I are available for consulta-
tion, and will provide suggestions and advice over the
phone without charge or obligation. Just call 1-800-4
BIKERS. Russ Brown,
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Member Profile
UK FOSC Member Profile:
LEN THORPE, SUFFOLK SIDECAR CLUB

I first became involved with motor-
cycles at the early age of ten years, riding
on the back of a BSA Sloper and sidecar
delivering milk to houses.

My first road bike, acquired when I was
sixteen, was a BSA B31, but my first sidecar
outfit was a BSA Shooting Star with a
Swallow Jet 80 sidecar when I reached the
ripe old age of 23, due to the arrival of my
one and only daughter. Soon after this, I
helped form the Suffolk Sidecar Club which
became affiliated to the Federation of Side-
car Clubs in due course. The Suffolk Club is
now in its 22nd year, and I have held the
post of Chairman for the past 12 years.

My Federation committee work started
in 1975 when I was elected to the position

of Events Secretary. From there I progressed
to the position of Chairman in 1979. This
post I held for four years until 1983 when I
stood down to take on the post of Overseas
Contact.

For the past five years I have attended
the FIM rally, which is one of the biggest
rallies held in Europe. At the first one I
attended, there was only one sidecar entered
from Great Britain. Since then I have man-
aged to recruit more Federation members to
attend and in 1982 in Switzerland, Great
Britain brought home the Sidecar Trophy.
Unfortunately, this year we were beaten into
second place by Switzerland.

Until 1972, I always rode a British
outfit, either BSA or Matchless. From there
I changed to BMW and my present outfit is
a 1976 BMW 75/6 plus a Hedingham side-
car. The bike is fitted with Wasp forks and
15" wheels. I also run a BMW 1000T solo.
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Feature Article
WOMEN ON WHEELS
LOS ANGELES CHAPTER
CRUISE-AID FOR DIABETES JUNE 23

More than 1,000 motorcyclists and passengers
are anticipated to register on Sunday morning, June 23,
1985, for the 1st annual, "CRUISE-AID FOR DIABE-
TES." Enthusiastic motorcyclists, riding all brands of
bikes, will each have raised a minimum of $40.00 in
donations (with their passengers raising $25.00) in
order to participate in this fundraising event, which will
help combat diabetes - the third largest killer in the
U.S.A., and the LEADING cause of blindness today!

Registration will take place in the parking lot of
Tiny Naylor's Restaurant, 3060 San Fernando Road, in
Los Angeles. There, riders and passengers will receive
a "Cruise-Aid for Diabetes" pin, a goody bag full of
surprises, and an official entry pass into a predeter-
mined destination. "Cruise-Aid for Diabetes" T-shirts,
picturing a mystery motorcycle rider slaying the
"Diabetes Dragon" will be awarded to all participants
who have raised $75.00 or more in donations. First,
second, and third grand prizes will also be awarded to
the individuals who have raised the most donations,
and a beautiful 4-foot trophy will be awarded to the
club or organization that raises the most donations as a
group. In addition, everyone who donates a mini-mum
of 10 cents per mile $5.00 total) will be eligible to win
a video cassette recorder in a special "Sponsor Draw-
ing." Awards ceremonies will take place towards the
end of the event.

After registration, a star-studded line-up of
celebrity "Cruise-Aiders" and hundreds of very eager
motorcyclists will be escorted the fifty miles to
Camarillo Grove Park in Ventura by V.I.P. Escort
Service. Celebrities will include: Ken Norton (former
Heavyweight Boxing Champion), Perry King ("Rip-
tide"), Van McElroy (L.A. Raiders), Jay Leno ("Late
Night with David Letterman"), James Keach, Brandt
Von Hoff-man, ("Police Academy"), Carole White
(Rosie, on "Laverne and Shirley"), and Ron Townsend
(The Fifth Dimension).

At the park (admittance with official passes only),
everyone can enjoy the exciting sounds of the fabulous
Monte Carlo's, who will rock from the fifties to the

eighties, live on stage. Celebrity "Cruise-Aiders" will
then start the lines for all the hungry riders, who will be
treated to a delicious BBQ chicken lunch, prepared by
Kay's Gourmet Catering in Westlake. The BBQ
chicken will be accompanied by corn on the cob, cole
slaw, rolls and butter, watermelon, and coffee.

Immediately following lunch will be a spectacu-
lar performance by the world-famous Victor
McGlaglen Motorcycle Stunt & Drill Team, who
generously donated their time and talents for this event.
And that's not all! Games, with prizes, will be held for
everyone who wishes to participate. Then, the event
will conclude with awards presentations, but before it
does, Cho's Taekwondo Demonstration Team from
West Los Angeles will demonstrate a power-packed
display of physical power and skill! The day's events
will include television, magazine, newspaper, and
video coverage.

This 1st annual "Cruise-Aid for Diabetes" has
been made possible through the months of hard work
and planning by Women on Wheels, Los Angeles
Chapter. Thanks for cooperation and participation also
go to the celebrity "Cruise-Aiders" and the many co-
hosting motorcycle clubs and organizations, which
include: Touring Riders Association of California,
Chapter "A (AMA Sanctioning co-host); Women on
Wheels Orange County Chapter; The American
Brotherhood Aimed Toward Education (ABATE);
Adventurers; Gold Wing Road Riders Association
(GWRRA), Chapter P; Shaggers; and the United
Sidecar Association. Thanks also go to all the partici-
pating riders as well as their generous sponsors.

All proceeds will be donated to the American
Diabetes Association (ADA) through their southern
California affiliated office. These monies will go to-
wards education and research to help find a cure and/or
prevention for diabetes. To obtain rider/sponsor kit or
for more information about "CRUISE-AID FOR DIA-
BETES," call 213/395-1171.

We will need sidecars to transport celebrities who
do not ride bikes. Contact Doug Bingham at Side
Strider, 818-780-5542.

Women on Wheels
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USCA Rally - 1985
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USCA Rally - 1985
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS RAFFLE IS TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE UNITED SIDECAR
ASSOCIATION. THE WINNER WILL RECEIVE THE SIDECAR OF HIS OR HER CHOICE
FROM THE PARTICIPATING SIDECAR MANUFACTURER OR DISTRIBUTOR.

Wouldn't you love to have a sidecar to hang on that spare bike? Remember, it only takes one
ticket to win - though your chances are better if you buy a bunch. Help the organization expand its
services to members, and at the same time take a chance on getting the sidecar of your choice the
easy way.

At least one model of sidecar will be offered by each participating manufacturer/distributor.
With two more added this year, the list includes:

NEVAL RIDE-BY-SIDE HITCHHIKER

MOTORVATION SIDE STRIDER

THOMPSON CycleCar, or Squire

Specific models available will be identified and displayed in the next issue.

RULES

1) This raffle is open to United Sidecar Association members, their families, and friends.

2)  The winner need not be present at the drawing. The drawing will be held at the 1984 United
Sidecar Association Annual Rally, on June 30, 1984, at Interlochen, Michigan.

3)  All mail-in entries must be received by June 10, 1984. Tickets will be available at the annual rally,
and may be turned in there. Extra tickets are also available by mail. Please enclose a self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelop with a request for additional tickets.

4)  Any discrepancies will be handled by the Executive Committee of the United Sidecar Association,
and their decision will be final.

5)  Your check stub is your receipt. Or, if you request a receipt, please enclose a self-addressed,
stamped envelop.

6) The winning sidecar will be shipped pre-paid within 30 days after the drawing. If there is any
change from this arrangement, the winner will be notified.

7) We would like to profile the lucky winner in the SIDECARIST, if this is agreeable.

8)  Send mail-in entries and all other Raffle correspondence to: USCA-RAFFLE, P.O. Box 8119, Van
Nuys, CA 91409-8119.

Sidecar Raffle
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Sidecar Raffle
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England to Belgium and back:
3-up in a BSA/Watsonian
by George Wilson
(This article originally appeared in The Motor Cycle for
October 1958, under the title, "By Oxford to Brussels." Its
setting is a weekend jaunt to the World Fair in Brussels,
capitol city of Belgium. Author Wilson and Watsonian
Chief Ron Watson alternated piloting and riding in the
new Watsonian Oxford's front seat while Watsonian
Director Cliff Bennett occupied the rear seat. All told they
weighed 560 pounds ... which tells you something about
those old 650cc Beezers - Ed.)

If this boat, I mused, doesn't loop the loop
then I'll be the King of Siam. It was just after 1
a.m. when the cross-Channel ferry started rolling,
and the heaving worsened fast. Of course, when
we braked to a stop in the Customs shed at
Dover to learn that the boat had just berthed and
would not be sailing for a spell, we should have
been prepared for the worst. Force 9 gales, we
gathered, had been encountered the night before.

The ferry had biffed a tug in the struggle to
pass through the Dunkirk gate, and had been
holed high up. Replating and cementing and
subsequent heavy weather had knocked the
sailing schedules for six. Even if the boat, how-
ever, had been sailing on time, we should have
arrived dead on our schedule for being alongside
- 10:30 p.m.

We were bound for the Brussels Exhibition,
the intention being to combine a visit on its very
last weekend with efforts to break the first
production prototype of that curvaceous, plastic-
bodied Watsonian Oxford sidecar. My compan-
ions were Ron Watson, the Watsonian chief, and
Cliff Bennett, his right-hand man and also a
director of the firm. Ron had been responsible
for the design, Cliff for the development, and
they wanted to see just where they might have
slipped up. Ron and I would share the controls of
the 646 c.c. A10 B.S.A. Cliff wanted to spend as
much time as possible in the sidecar.

So the plot was this: Ron to drive the outfit
from Birmingham to my home, and to wait there
until I could break away from the office that
Friday evening. I would then pilot to Dover, we

would cross on the 11:30 p.m. ferry, dash by way
of as much pavement as we could find to Brus-
sels, see the Expo, sleep and then return by the
afternoon mail boat from Ostend on the Sunday.

Let me tell you about the trip. We left my
home in Surrey at 7:30 p.m., allowing three
hours for the 104 miles to Dover. That seemed
ample time, since I had mapped a route to the
south that should keep us well clear of traffic on
the outskirts of London. We had no trouble
packing. What gear would, went in the boot and
there was plenty of room inside the sidecar
proper for what wouldn't. Cliff (13 stones, or 182
pounds) occupied the back seat. Ron's weight is
17 stones (238 pounds) and mine, on the ma-
chine, a mere 10 (140 pounds). But even so, the
outfit's attitude when we were all aboard seemed
just about right. The machine leaned out a shade
from the vertical.

On the run from Birmingham, I gathered,
the impression was that all was not well with the
gear box. It was noisy in operation and the gear
change was poor. I had not driven very far before
it became plain that there was something seri-
ously amiss. Clean gear engagement was impos-
sible. However, there was nothing we could do
on the road, in the dark. The box was not heating
up, so there was no question of its being short of
oil. We pressed on, hoping for the best - but not
for long.

Running into Redhill, the back wheel all but
locked up. We turned into a lit garage, forecourt
and in one move, almost, consulted the sailing
times for the next-morning boats, whipped the
machine on to its centre stand and turned the
engine over. It was perfectly free. Then bottom
gear was engaged and the kick-starter operated
again. Clonk, clonk, clonk, and the rear
chaincase was moving! The tailpiece was
whipped off and as it came away one of the nuts
that hold the sprocket to the hub, badly chewed
up, fell out. The machine was a last-minute
borrow and there had been no opportunity to
look it over...

Feature Story

Hal Kendall
Underline
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All the nuts were loose and two of the studs
badly bent. We straightened them, using a tommy
bar as a drift, and pulled them fully straight by
putting the nuts up tight. When we were at it we
had a look at the primary chain. It was red with
rust and you could all but tie a knot in it, so oil
went into the case, both chains were adjusted and
with 80 miles ahead and two hours left we set off
- and this time in a pretty brisk manner!

Several things impressed me. First the
power developed by that six-fifty engine. I was
convinced, until we got to Dover and saw that
the cylinder head was cast iron and not light
alloy, that I was driving a Super Rocket and not a
Golden Flash. Acceleration away from rest was
such that it caused the front fork to extend fully
and the outfit to crab hard to the left. We reached
70 m.p.h. once or twice and held sixty on most
fast stretches. The braking (the sidecar brake
could be used independently or with the rear
brake) was so good that all three wheels could be
locked. The headlamp beam was all I wanted,
proving, once again, that light units do indeed
vary and, I think too, that at least some A.C.
generator sets are down on voltage compared
with dynamos (the A10, of course, has a dy-
namo). We reached Dover mighty chuffed with
the way the plot was going. And with the chains
in true adjustment the gear change was, of
course, first class.

I am no sailor and Dunkirk, to me, was as
blessed a haven as any haven ever has been.
There are no Customs formalities to speak of
nowadays and we were soon on our way, Ron
piloting, Cliff and I in the chair  (I was at the
front). The man Watson is a good pilot at that.
The world's worst passenger, I say here and now
that I will never be more at peace than I was
during the dash to Brussels. Our route led by way
of Ypres and the historic Menin Gate, Ouden-
arde, Ghent and so on to the Ostend-Brussels
auto-route for the last 30 miles or so. Total
mileage that morning was 123.

What a contrast from England! The tree-
lined road ahead lay dead straight and flat,
tapering to a point where it met the horizon.

Feature Story
It was wet for the most part and the only

traffic we met comprised light-weight motor
cycles and mopeds - farm labourers, I guessed,
heading for the field - and the odd, ramshackle
lorry.

The B.S.A. was going like a bomb. On
pavement Ron kept the power on and rocketed
over it at 50 per. I don't ride in sidecars very
much. In fact, to be candid, I can't remember
when I last rode in one. I always seem to fall for
the piloting role. Perhaps it is for that reason, in
part, that I was so surprised at the excellence of
the suspension. Cliff and I might have been in a
luxury modern car. Potholes in the pavement for
which I braced myself passed unnoticed
underwheel. The soundproofing was good, so
much so that I thought the horn, which I had not
used in England, was giving a very feeble
squawk. It was only when I drove later that I
realized that it was far more powerful, for in-
stance, than that on my own machine. I had
ample room in front and when Cliff and I
changed over at Oudenarde I was equally com-
fortable except that I had not the same freedom
of movement. Ventilation provided by the sliding
window on the right and the hinged roof light,
proved perfectly adequate.

Not, mark you, that everything in the garden
was lovely. The door handle lay too close to the
front seat squab, was awkward to operate from
the inside and will have to be moved forward on
production models. The stay on the locker lid
was proving a nuisance, drumming in its guide
slot, and the boot lid was drumming too. So, on
the models at Earls Court in a couple of weeks
the rod will be redesigned and the boot lid,
instead of curving under the body and being
hinged from below, may have to be smaller and
hinged, perhaps, from the top. Then, too, my
camera and other hard oddments on the parcels
tray were tending to produce a dithering sound -
so some form of rubber base may be desirable.

All these detail criticisms went into Cliff
Bennett's notebook as well as in mine. How I
wish all factory executives would undertake their
own testing...
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We were in Ypres at about 7 a.m. as the
market in front of the cathedral was coming to
life. We paused for a breather just short of
Oudenarde, chiefly so that Ron could warm
himself with a cup of steaming, strong, Belgian
coffee. The temperature was low out there and
we were running through petulant drizzle. We
were in Brussels in mid-morning and had no
difficulty in finding a room, with four beds, in an
average hotel just off the Place Rogier. I thought
I knew Brussels tolerably well. How it has
changed in the past 12 months! Viaduct high-
ways are everywhere. Though there was a vast
number of vehicles about, there was no conges-
tion at any point. Traffic flowed freely - and fast.
The roads programme pursued by the Belgian
government in the last few years is a credit to the
entire nation.

And the Expo: what can one say about the
vast array of science-fiction architecture that has
not already been said? We spent some six hours
trudging its vast halls, its broad avenues, sam-
pling the cable railway (twice!), gathering kalei-
doscopic impressions of foreign culture and
achievement that will live with us always. The
outfit attracted a deal of attention in the parking
lot, incidentally, and such exclamations as,
"voiture en miniature" (a car in miniature) and
"une tres belle ma-chine" (a beautiful outfit)
were commonly overheard.

For the return trip next day we were booked
on the packet leaving at 2:30 p.m., but there was
an earlier boat at 12:30. We were ready to leave
Brussels at 10 o'clock and Ostend was a mere 80
miles away. We would have to be alongside at,
say, 11:30 or 11:45 to get the early boat and it
seemed that, by hurrying, we could just make it.
So we hurried. I was driving and mixing it with a
loutish headwind. At first I cruised at 60, which
meant about half throttle, and then stepped the
pace up to 70 m.p.h., which was achieved on
three-quarters throttle. The mixture was on the
lean side, however, for such sustained flogging
and the pistons started to grow. So 60-65 m.p.h.
was held and we arrived in Ostend just an hour
and a quarter after leaving Brussels - only to find

that, having filled to capacity earlier, the boat had
already sailed!

We docked at Dover at 5:30 p.m. Yet, and
this is the curse of boat travel, it was a quarter
past seven before the machine had unloaded and
we were cleared by Customs. Two hours later we
were back in London, 72 more miles on the
clock. I drove from Dover, becoming impressed
again by the outfit's tremendous acceleration and
braking. The heaviness in the steering, by the
way, attributable to solo fork trail and some 30
stones weight (420 pounds) in the sidecar, made
itself more apparent now that we were again on
English, winding roads and driving on the left.
Cliff took over for the final run back to the
Midlands. Fuel comsumption had worked out at
pretty well exactly 50 m.p.g. by the time the
outfit was garaged back at Cliff Bennett's house.

I did say earlier that the mixture was on the
weak side, so that may have contributed partly to
the 50 m.p.g. achievement and also to the fact
that there was a good deal of pinking when the
engine was given real collar-work on hills. No
fault other than those discussed earlier became
apparent with the sidecar. The 4.00xl0in tyre
never once became more than slightly warm and
that, mark you, though the outfit was aligned
with 2½in of toe-in. The 31in-wide door pro-
vided extraordinary ease of entry and exit. The
connections of the SV chassis didn't budge by the
slightest fraction in spite of Ron Watson's elan on
the pavement. The mudguard is integral with the
main body shell and any fears Cliff may have had
of the clearance between the guard and the tyre
proved unfounded.

We parted, relaxed and exhilarated, after a
trip as enjoyable as it was brief. We had been
away just over 48 hours and crammed into that
period a deal of fun and experience as well as
learning much about the outfit.

George Wilson

Feature Story
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Ron Watson (left) and Cliff Bennett pause for a breather on historic Magdalen Bridge in
Oxford, south central England, on their way from Birmingham to Surrey, southeast England,
where George Wilson will take over and pilot to Dover, which is the jumping-off point for the

English channel, France and western Europe.

Feature Story
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Feature Story

1985 Oxford is Watsonian's luxury mode/. It carries two adults plus lots of luggage.

1958 Oxford's 31-inch door permitted easy entry and exit; interior held two adults.
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Racing Notes
RACING SIDECAR NOTES
By Mike Parti

First let me say that racing a sidecar is not
for the weak hearted or to be done as a lark. It
takes team effort. You can't talk it over as you
dive into a corner.

You must "feel" what the other man is
doing without looking at him. You correct for
him and he. for you. A good passenger can
steer as much as the pilot. But, if the passenger
is late, the pilot must adjust with his weight
and with his throttle.

As a rule, a heavy pilot needs a wider rig
so that his passenger does not have to work so
hard to balance him. Though this does make it
hard to pass him, he cannot take advantage of
those narrow hole shots.

I find 10 to 12 inches of side-wheel lead
from the rear wheel is a good ball-park figure,
with about one inch toe-in on the side wheel
checked at the front-to-rear axle lines. Single
mounted axles should be very strong, but I
prefer straddle-mounted side wheels.

Front ends should be from one inch to
zero trail. I think leading link forks should be
used. When you hit the brakes, the front end
will raise and not transfer all the weight to the
front wheel as telescope forks will do when
they dive.

When setting up the head angle, I like a
steep head angle. I have run as little as 11
degrees. I try to keep my rear drive wheel
directly behind my front wheel if at all pos-
sible. This keeps my rear end from trying to
drive around my front wheel.

The steep head angle keeps my front tread
as flat as possible and on the track, not on the
corner of the tire. This way you lose a lot of
unwanted "wheelbarrow wheel" effect.

As to trail, or castor effect, a large solo
trail will self-center nicely but it is also a lot of

work to turn. As you get nearer to zero trail, it
gets easier. If you get a negative trail, it wants
to turn too easily and it is harder to steer
straight, in theory at least. But, I have run on
salt flats with a 5/8-inch negative trail with no
bad effects. Here the front wheel gyro effect is
making it work. This is all right for straight-
away work but must be handled with care. As
the negative trail increases, the bad effects of
wobble can be very violent.

A slight negative trail, as measured by
static tests, can actually be a very slight posi-
tive trail when the effect of the pneumatic tire
at speed is considered. A negative trail is
actually an effective "power-steering" device.
Once a slight turn is introduced, the wheel
wants to continue to turn, but is offset, to some
extent, by the gyroscopic effect.

This negative trail is used productively on
ultraslow heavy earth moving devices as a
form of cheap power steering.
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Racing Notes
Rear wheels and swinging arms have very

heavy loads thrown onto them, and should be
constructed much stronger than they would be
for a solo bike.

Except for road racing machines, I have
found sidecar-wheel brakes to be more trouble
than they are worth. For a racing machine, an
expert will learn to steer with the throttle, with
the front brake on while under full power. This
is an old dirt track trick for fast corners.

Another technique is to scrub off speed by
throwing the rig sideways while the rear wheel
is breaking loose.

I always remove my idle stops so that
when I turn loose the throttle the motor dies. It
is safer for all concerned. Besides, I do not like
to chase after the rig when it has thrown me
off in the ditch.

If telescope front forks are used, use a
front fork brace so both sliders will then move
up and down together. Sidecar side loads can
weaken the front axle and cause it to break
from uneven loads that it will never see in
solo form.

Weighing each wheel with bathroom
scales is a good way to figure percentage of
weight on each wheel. For dirt track I like to
use 45 percent on front, 35 percent on back
and 20 percent on sidecar.

For desert riding I use 30 percent on
front, 45 percent on back and 25 percent on
sidecar. For road race I use 40 percent on
front, 40 percent on rear and 20 percent on
sidecar.

These are some thoughts I have had on
sidecar racing that have worked for me. I hope
the USCA members can use them.

Last rose of the old AMA Dist 37 Side Hack Association
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Touring
ARE YOU LOSING THAT
LOVING FEELING?
By Jim Morris

I'm writing this story because I feel that there is a
true bond between Bikers and specially between
Sidecar enthusiasts all over the world. What I'm saying
of course comes as no surprise to most of you who
have done some serious riding, but there are too many
people who go on their vacation by jumping into the
family car and locking up their bike in the garage for a
week. Listen, I'm not saying that you must vacation
with your cycle each year, but for the ones who have
never ventured out for a week or so of honest touring,
you're really missing what motorcycling is all about.

Hey, if you haven't, then just stick with me, and
for our touring group out there, just sit back and try to
recapture that maybe fading or lost feeling that you
once experienced the very first time you set out. You
know with only an open road in front of you and a few
days to find your way back home.

"To find your way back home." A couple of years
ago, bikes weren't considered by many as a reliable
way to travel, and only the rugged survived on those
old beasts. today, however, we have motorcycles that
you ride as smooth as glass and look at 80,000 miles
and over with stride. How many cars today ever reach
that odometer setting without the owner throwing
some serious cash under the hood?

The feeling, well it goes far beyond the wind in
your hair and the bugs in your teeth. It's a series of
strong emotional conquests in a completely uncontrol-
lable and often very unpredictable world, not the one
we all live in, but the real world. The world people
share when they're several hundred miles from all the
security they've come to take for granted back home.
Of course there are many ways to share, but on a
motorcycle it just seems a totally unique way to
experience our wonderful country. I don't mean just
traveling; to travel in sealed containers such as a car,
airplane, or a train. On a bike you're out there, living
every event that happens moment by moment. Just for
instance, how many times have unknown riders met
you on the road and raised their hands in friendship?
Maybe you returned the wave or maybe you didn't.

Either way the event is soon forgotten, but for a split
second that unknown rider shared his or her stretch of
road with someone they didn't even know; that's right,
they shared it with you. I hope that most of you return
that wave from time to time, but how many share that
same moment, when each is traveling in an automobile
or a similar type of container?

This feeling is extremely hard to capture without
breaking free and getting your feet wet, but sometimes
it's even harder to hold onto once you've had it for
awhile. I'm sure everyone's heard this line, "You know
I've been thinking about selling my rig, I seem to be
losing my interest in riding." Now these people could
have really enjoyed themselves last year, or perhaps
they've ridden only on an occasional Sunday and the
bike stayed in the garage most of the time. The nega-
tive side can sneak up on you if your riding season is
only a few months a year and you keep putting that ride
off because it sounds so far. That's when you've got to
break free and get away on that machine you loved last
summer and waited all winter to ride.

Touring, of course, is not for everyone, but those
of us who look forward to touring each season know
that special feeling and instinctively want to share it
with everyone who rides.

Just think of the excitement you feel the night
before the trip; that anticipation we all shared as
children and for some reason lost as we became adults.
The loading up and checking to make sure you haven't
forgotten anything. Then the big moment finally
arrives. You say goodbye to your friends and neighbors
and slowly pull out of your driveway knowing that
you're once again free to ride like the wind. Soon your
pulse returns to normal and by now you've left your
town, and the things you've seen for years seem to look
different now somehow. The time and miles pass
quickly. A few days and a couple thousand memories
later you arrive at your destination. If you're not going
anywhere special, every road has an adventure just
waiting for you. I've known people who have lived in a
town for years, then purchased a motorcycle and
rediscovered their community in a new way; a way
they had never known before.

The people you make friends with along the way
will somehow always remain close. The times and
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rides you shared that summer will seem to last forever.
Then on all your biking vacations to come, you'll make
new friends and share those good times you had with
them. The thing that keeps the bond so strong is the
one thing at, first glance that you have in common;
your motorcycles. No other vehicle on the road today
carries such a closely felt bond.

I've been many places with my family on our bike
and sidecar, meeting people who otherwise we would
have never gotten to know. Believe me, having a
sidecar has brought our family closer together, because
there's nothing better than rediscovering this beautiful
country together as a family and meeting families just
like us doing the same thing. So if you have a family,
invest in them, get yourself a sidecar and share your
adventures.

Touring
If you haven't gone on that special trip; the one

that's always sounded so far (or maybe it's just been
awhile since your last trip), remember life is short, so
why not make it as sweet as possible and start experi-
encing those wonderful places and interesting people
who share your love for motorcycling?

In closing, I'd like to say to all those people my
family and I have had the honor of meeting, thank you
for so many cherished memories and a special thanks
to Barry Bates (a fellow sidecar owner from Deroche,
British Columbia) for saving a few days of his vacation
to spend with us at our home in Massachusetts after
attending the USCA National Rally in Michigan.

(Jim Morris is our rally host in Massachusetts this
year - Ed.)

Barry Bates, Northwest Territory representative for the Canadian Sidecar Owner Club, about
to hop on his 'BO Gold Wing/Squire two-seater and motor on down the Massachusetts
Turnpike after visiting the Morris family. Contact Barry about the Bigfoot Roundup
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Coming Events
JUN 1-2, 3rd Annual USCA Pow Wow, Kankakee River State Park, Davis Creek area, Kankakee, Ill.

Contact Marilyn Johnson, 510 E. 162nd St., South Holland, Illinois 60473. Phone 312/333-91.

JUN 14-16, 3rd Annual Waterloo Weekend Rally, sponsored by the Cedar Valley Riders hosting the
AMA Dist 22 Annual Rally, Cedar River Park, Waterloo, Iowa. Camping, motels, sandwiches, soft
drinks. Contact Dan Bush, Rally Chairman, 319/235-1171.

JUN 14-16, Northeast BMW Club White Mtn Tour & Rally, Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park, Route
132N, Ashland, New Hampshire. Camping, tours, field events, door prizes, rally awards, patch,
Sat night smorgasbord, Sun breakfast. Contact Al Lewis, 136 John St, Hudson Falls, NY 12839,
phone 518/747-7249.

JUN 20-23, USCA ANNUAL RALLY, Myles Standish State Forest, Plymouth, Massachusetts. See
poster and entry form in this SIDECARIST,

JUL 4-7, Bigfoot Rendezvous, Alberta, Canada. See this SIDECARIST.

JUL 19-21, 11th Annual MID-AMERICA SIDECAR RALLY, Princeton, MN Fairgrounds. For more
info, contact Douglas Hasent, Pres., 3rd Wheel, 4109 Boardman St, Mpls, MN 55417.

AUG 3-5, Third Annual IBMC Black Hills Campout. Beautiful SW South Dakota - NW Nebraska
back country. Contact Clarence Kessler, Box 764, Hot Springs, SD 57747.

AUG 16-18, Adirondack Sidecar Rally, North Hudson, NY. Crows Nest Restaurant, Route 9, off Exit
29 of NY Interstate 87. Camping, tours, field events, door prizes, awards, Sat night steak, Sun
breakfast. Al Lewis, 136 John St, Hudson Falls, NY 12839, 518/747-7249. ,

AUG 16-18, Annual Mariposa Sidecar Meet, Mariposa (Calif) Fairgrounds. For detailed info con-
cerning local conditions contact Dan Doyle, 916/663-2201.

NOV 9-11, 2nd Annual San Diego Daze/Havasu Nites Rally, Echo Lodge Resort, Parker Dam, Calif.
Contact Jack Fassel, 619/442-2010.

OCT 26-27, 14th Annual Griffith Park Sidecar Rally, Los Angeles, Calif (Mineral Wells area). Over-
night camping, movies, prizes, pix in Sidecarist.Doug Bingham, 818/780-5542.
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WITH WRENCH IN HAND:
REBIRTH OF A STEIB
By Zachary Zniewski

I purchased Steib S-350 number 14744,
sight unseen, from a BMW expert in another
state, for $350. I talked on the phone with
the seller, and he warned me that the condi-
tion of the device was bad, and "not just a
matter of needing paint." However I had
seen my share of $2500 Steibs, and I knew
that if I were ever going to get one of these
desirable little cars, I would have to pay by
elbow grease rather than monthly bank-loan
payments. So I sent off my money, and spent
a few days anxiously waiting at home.

The seller mentioned that trucking
companies sometimes gave him trouble, and
sure enough, instead of being delivered to
my local Triumph dealer, Sterling Cycle in
St. Paul, the sidecar was brought to my
home while I was away at work, and where
the truck driver was reluctant to help my
wife unload the pallet containing the side-
car. All ended well, though, and on my
return, there it sat in my driveway. In a few
moments it was detached from its pallet and
first the body, then the chassis were carried
to the floor of my shop. The total of both
parts is 160 pounds - easy for two people. In
the bright light things looked grim! The
nose of the body was badly dented in - what
my pal David Brown would call a "nose-
bleed." The frame was slightly bent at the
suspension lug as if someone had put some-
thing far too heavy aboard - like a car mo-
tor. But I had been prepared for these prob-
lems on the phone, and at this moment I was
more interested in finding if my new sidecar
was complete.

I was comforted, as I looked at the
rusty, decrepit pile, by the thought that my
Triumph had looked as bad when I started
work on it...

I brought over a friend who has per-
formed good body work on VWs and
Porsches to see the patient. His eye at once
siezed upon the beautifully shaped Art-deco
fender. If the focal point of a classic auto is
its radiator shell, and a classic motorcycle
its fuel tank, then surely that of a Steib is
the fender that first attracts the eye. So I felt
great when, after examining the thing, he
said he thought that it was perfectly sal-
vage-liable. He could see past the ugly
brushed-on layers of paint, the crudely-
attached boat lights that served the previous
owner, and the blacksmithed rear pivot.

The next day, with my "Steib original
ersatzteile-list" in hand, I examined my
little boat and was glad to find that with the
exception of the upholstery, it was nearly
complete. Complete down to the Fuss-stutze
to rest one's feet on, and including the neat
little cast-alloy luggage carrier ends (al-
though two of the tie-down castings were
broken). Some of the moulding pieces that
trim the body were too dented to save (I
think) but at least they were all there, to
serve as patterns if nothing else. To my
great delight, the nose-emblem was present!
If completeness of the body was good,
however, condition was not. Beside the nose
damage, the floor under the rear deck area
was rusted through. The deck itself was
badly dented. The floor panels were pushed
out badly and, in fact, every single panel of
sheet metal was dented, to a greater or
lesser degree. well, I had asked for a resto-
ration project.

I turned from the body to the frame.
The body on any road vehicle is cosmetic,
but frame and running gear is a life-or-death
matter. So I was very thorough in my in-
spection of the frame parts. To my relief, the
aluminum cover over the main loops was in
good condition. That will really take a nice
polish, looks like chrome.

A Steib Story
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The bend in the tubing did not crack
around the cast lugs, luckily. The front
mudguard attaching lug was suffering a bit
from rust (Why? Had water run down it and
sat?), but it was straight. The spring-type
body hangers were complete, even to their
cast-alloy cones, and also were protected by
thick coats of tar-like black paint. The
swing-arm was straight, and replacing the
bearings will come soon. Some homemade
mounts for attaching to the cycle came
along, all but one too rude to use. No wheel,
and neither did I get that deluxe cast alumi-
num handle for the fender, with the lights
incorporated into it. But I didn't expect one
since I know how much they go for among
BMW people.

A Steib Story
I balanced the frame on a couple of

wooden boxes next to my motorcycle, and
placed an old CH front wheel with an
Akront alloy rim onto the schwingkurbel.
Standing way back and squinting couldn't
make this sorry plot look anything like the
Vincent Rapide-and-S-500L combination in
the photograph on my shop wall.

I will report on how this project goes,
and try to explain how I solve various prob-
lems and where I get parts and materials, in
future issues.

If anyone wants to write to me with
comments, questions, or (please) advice, the
Sidecarist will forward any mail. Perhaps
this column will turn into a place where
restorers can exchange information and
sources. I would be very pleased if that
happened!

This BMW/Steib outfit (not Mr. Z's) is the height of a Steib rebuilder's aspirations.
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A Romantic Story
CUPID STRIKES AT
ANNUAL USCA RALLY

Al Pearsall and his daughter Mary Lynn got to the
Cycle-Moore Campground in Interlochen (June 1984)
to find they were the first to arrive for the Annual Rally.
It was Al's first vacation in 16 years.

Of all things to show up at a sidecar rally, in came
a Ford Fairlane, behind a motorhome. Wondering what
a car was doing there, Al stopped to greet Ren and
Millie Hunt, whom he had known for a few years. He
was introduced to the Hunts' daughter and grandsons.
Being divorced, Al was always willing to make friends.
After a few minutes, Al went back to his campsite,
returning again to help the Hunts put up a tent.

Al suggested that the Hunts' daughter, Marge, and
Marge's sons go with him to see the other sidecars and
bikes. Then during the six days of the rally, they
became good friends.

Though they parted company on Sunday, Al and
Marge continued to keep in touch over the next few

State Rally newlyweds Al and Marge Pearsall

weeks. Due to the high cost of the telephone bills and
cross-country excursions, they decided it was too
serious, and were married on Thursday, August 2nd.

Enthusiastic hackers that they are, they polished
up the Gold Wing/Ride-By-Side outfit, and used it as
their wedding vehicle. Having to return to work the
following week (Al was only one day late) they had
little time for a honeymoon, so decided to continue it
during the State Rally.

Shirley Moore gave their camping and rally fees
as a present. They were referred to as "The Newly-
weds." A wedding cake was provided by the bride's
parents, and all the campers were invited to share
coffee and cake to help celebrate. They were presented
with a trophy for "The Most Unique" because they had
met right there at Cycle-Moore 44 days earlier.

At the time of the Ride-By-Side picnic in Octo-
ber, they still hadn't had their first quarrel. They plan to
celebrate their first anniversary with all their friends in
Massachusetts at this year's Annual Rally.
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Miscellaneous
HIZZONER/WILLIAMS
THE WILD ONES!

Retired NYPD detective T.D. Jacobellis en-
closed a newspaper clipping with his classified
ad, which shows New York Mayor Ed Koch,
pilot, and singer Andy Williams, passenger,
arriving at the Plaza Hotel to tape a cameo spot
for CBS-TV's "Happy New Year America."
Williams said he felt very safe with Hizzoner as
the crowd gave the pair an uproarious ovation.

FROM PEDAL POWER TO
HONDA POWER

This sidecar rig was built by Will Baker, Sr., a
retired sheet metal worker presently living on Highway
49 between Grassvalley and Auburn, CA. He and his
wife, Ruby, rode Henderson 4s and Harley Trikes until
1947, but never owned a sidecar rig. Will built this for
his son Skip in 1952. Skip, shown with the rig, had 116
customers on his Sacramento Bee paper route in Yuba
City, CA. The sidecar body is made of sheet aluminum,
the frame is tubular steel pop riveted and welded to the
sidecar. All mounting hardware was designed and built
by Will as well as the sidecar which took only five
minutes to put on or remove The bicycle is a Firestone,
fully equipped.

Shortly before retirement, Will was building
some of the body parts for Bill Harrah's auto collection
in Reno, Nevada.

Skip Baker, USCA member 2512B, no longer
has his father's unique creation, and the 116 customers
have been replaced by two children. But he and wife
Pam do have matching Honda GL1100s with
Motorvation Sidecars and Trailers.

Hal Kendall
Underline
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FROM PEDAL POWER TO HONDA POWER

Here's Skip Baker (in 1952) on his Firestone bicycle with sheet aluminum sidecar built by his
father Will. Skip used the outfit to serve 116 customers on his newspaper route.

DR FUDDLEDUMB’s FUNDAMENTAL
FACTS OF SIDECAR MECHANICS

Centrifugal force
Centrifugal force is what tends to impel the

passenger out of a right-mounted sidecar in
left-hand turns.

Centripetal force
Centripetal force is what the passenger exerts to

resist centrifugal force. When centrifugal and
centripetal forces are the same, you have
equilibrium; unless, that is, the passenger
grabs the pilot. Then you have pandemonium.
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SIDECAR SHOPPE STAYS WATSONIAN AGENT
Gary Pevey of the Sidecar Shoppe has been and continues to be an agent for Watsonian Sidecars

in Sacramento, Calif. Sales, ex-pert installation, alignment, parts, maintenance and all related ser-
vices are still available from: The Sidecar Shoppe, 2580 Rogue River Drive, Sacramento, CA 95826,
916/361-3990 (by appointment only). Gary.

SIDECAR BELT BUCKLE
AND T-SHIRT

Sometimes it isn't convenient to ride your
outfit to work. While there's no substitute for
tooling down the road astride a humming engine
in the fresh air, a sidecar buckle and T-shirt may
at least go with you into the courtroom, office,
operating room, kitchen, classroom, bakery,
shop, whatever.

The buckle goes for $18, the shirt $7; to
order, or if you need more information, write or
call Jim Treadaway, Box 84, Albion, Idaho
83311, phone 208/673-6659.

Watsonian Monaco is ideally suited to this Moto Guzzi in style, performance, comfort.
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

FIRST TIME ADVTS
1980 Goldwing with Motovation coupe sidecar,

leading link forks. Fully equipped. Kirk
Loomis, 807 Fontmore Rd., Colorado Springs,
Colo. 80904, 303/ 635-1134

1968 BMW R50/Watsonian T281. Mechanically
re-built stock and excellent. Tub needs minor
work. Plus many hard to get parts. Very nice.
$4000.  Larry Miller, 299 N.E. 28th St., Boca
Raton, FL. 33431 305/395-3474.

1982 California sidecar set-up for Suzuki 1000.
Black w/blue & gold striping. Very low miles.
Any offer. Art Friedman, 3316 Pearl St., Santa
Monica, CA 90405 213/450-9542.

New California Friendship sidecar. Black pin
stripes, luggage rack, convertible top, tonneau
cover, mounting hardware. $1350. John
Plummer, 954 Grovewood Dr., Dunedin, FL
33528, 813/734-8205.

Used Harley FL sidecar fittings. Half the price of
new. All parts glass-beaded and painted. Con-
tact Steve or Eric. House of Harley-Davidson,
6221 W. Layton Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53220,
414/282-2211 .

'52 Swallow Jet 80 - 3 sets mounts. 77 Yamaha
X5 750. Oil cooler, fairing, bags, trail reduc-
tion kit. Illness - $2000. Tom Lewis, 23533 E.
Pole Ridge, Laurelville OH 43135.

Situation Wanted: Retired NYPD detective; 36,
seeking job west coast of Florida. Open to all
job offers. Write - T.D. Jacobellis, P.O. Box
506, Bronx, NY 10461-0506

'82 Aspencade w/Vetter Terraplane. Color
matched in silver. Show bike. Stereo in s/c.
Lots of other extras. Will de-liver. $8500 or
best offer. Rick Johnson, 5307 Holly, Bellaire,
TX 77401, 713/665-3559

'81 Goldwing 16000 mi Vetter sidecar. CB.
Beautiful condition. Must sell $4500. Bob
Walker, 714/673-3622

Nearly new white Globe sidecar. Complete with
all mounting hardware. Compatible with most
bikes over 500 cc. Asking $800. Lyndon A.
Petrillose, 607 S. Fourth St.,Apt. 2, Columbia,
MO 65201 314/443-3989

Wanted: Adjustable triple clamps for HD FLH.
Also need steering damper and top cover. Also
interested in other HD items for sale. Tom
Hambleton, 5737 Cahalan Ave., San Jose CA
95123, 408/578-9346.

'81 Goldwing with Vetter sidecar. Beautiful cond.
Loaded CB etc. 16000 mi. Must sacrifice.
Offer over $4000. R.G. Walker, Box 2811,
Newport Beach CA 92660 714/673-3622

Classic sidecar rig... 67 BMW R69S with 75016
engine and 54 TR500 factory sidecar. Milt
Rosenblum, 3837 Estes, Lincoln-wood IL
60645, 312/679-1008

Bingham MKI sidecar. Older model. Good
condition. Black w/chromed mounts. Tonneau
cover. $600. C.W. Boyd, 133 Scott St 11E,
Santa Rosa CA 95401 707/523-1945.

81 Harley FLH - 83 Calif. Friendship car. 14000
- 7000 miles respectively. Harley has factory
damper control adj. Triple tree extras. Car has
all the extras plus. Donald Thomas, PO Box
962, Bixby OK 74008, 918/366-3277

1975 BMW R90S with 1975 Velorex sidecar.
Craven bags. Fox radar. Lots of extras. 75,000
miles. $4000 or best offer. Melvin Chernoff,
P.O. Box 728, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87103. Telephone 505/247-2010
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WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

SECOND TIME SALES
FOR SALE 1981 Interstate. Burgundy color with

1984 EML-T sidecar. Many extras. MSTA.
$7800 firm. Contact: Orm Finch #1573, P.O.
Box 722, Jackson MI 49204, 517/787-4752

FOR SALE BMW 750 conv/2 with Watsonian
Palma sidecar. BMW has 3.56 rear drive.
$3500 or make offer. Will deliver within 200
miles. Will sell separate. Contact: Jack
Chronerberry #0400 4101 E. Fanfol Dr.
Arizona 85028 602/996-4216

FOR SALE 1982 Watsonian Palma. Mounts for
Cuzzi/Gold Wing. $1500 - best offer. Contact:
Stan Vorgias 10005 Fairlane Union IL 60180
815/923-2521

FOR SALE 1977 Moto Guzzi V1000 convert
with D.B. sidecar. 9000 miles. Fully dressed,
black and silver. $3350. Contact: James R.
Bowersox #192 702 Lincoln Rd. Lititz PA
17543 717/626-4092

FOR SALE BMW 750 conv/2 with Watsonian
Palma sidecar. BMW has 3.56 rear drive.
$3500 or make offer. Will deliver within 200
miles. Will sell separate. Contact: Jack
Chronerberry #04000 4101 E. Fanfol Dr.
Arizona 85028 602/996-4216

FOR SALE 1980 Jarley-Davidson FLH 80 c.i.
Classic and sidecar. Clean plus extras. $7800
or best offer. Will sell hike or sidecar sepa-
rately. Call after 6 p.m. Contact: Joseph
Liebman, P.O. Box 1383, Lake Isabella CA
93240 619/379-8666

FOR SALE 1977 Moto Guzzi V1000 convert
with D.B. sidecar. 9000 miles. Fully dressed,
black and silver. $3350. Contact: James R.
Bowersox #192 702 Lincoln Rd. Lititz PA
17543, 717/626-4092

FOR SALE 1982 Cold Wing. 16000 miles,
black. Will consider trade-in. $2495. Like new.
Contact: Brian C. O'Hair #3300 1003
Oakwood Altus OK 73521 405/482-2625

FOR SALE 1983 HD FLHT. 5000 miles, perfect
condition, with 1983 HD sidecar and 1984
color-matched dolly wheel trailer. Loaded.
Cost $20,000, sacrifice $11,000. Contact: Joe
R. Bassett #3070B, 21935 Carleton Ave.
Southfield MI 48034, 313/356-2344

FOR SALE 1982 Watsonian Palma. Mounts for
Guzzi Gold Wing. $1500 - best offer. Contact:
Stan Vorgias, 10005 Fairlane, Union IL 60180,
815/923-2521

FOR SALE 1980 Honda GL 1100 real clean,
spare motor complete included, must sell
$2000 complete. Contact: Doug Bingham, c/o
Side Strider, 15838 Arminta #25, Van Nuys
CA 91406 318/780-5542

FOR SALE Hitchhiker sidecar. Black with gold
pin striping. Perfect condition.: J. Ralph
Sparks #2316-S RR111, 11410 Lakeview Dr.
Hernando MS 38632 601/368-6676
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